MATHS CLUB REPORT
Mathematics is described as “The queen of science and the king of art”. Siddhabhoomi
international school have introduced the „Maths Club‟ for functioning fun based activities for the
primary classes basically to eradicate their phobia for the subject in their formative years. It helps
the middle school children to enjoy, appreciate and acquire basic knowledge of the subject by
originating competitive group activities and puzzles.
We organized math club in our school Siddhabhoomi International School Sidhi in the presence
of Hon‟ble director Er. R.B. Singh, Principal of school Mr. Jayan Vargheese V , our teaching
staff and student of Grade 1 to 9.
Activities :
Maths club of SIS Sidhi organized an activity based multiple table formation , dummy clock
Observation for G1 to 4.This activity enables the students to know how they prepare table, basic
operations of addition and subtraction and watching clock. Participants were Vaishnavi Shukla,
Abhi soni from Grade 1,Ayush tiwari, Vaibhav Gupta, Aradhya Singh, Aradhya Shukla from
Grade 2 and Kritika Singh, Shashwat Patel, Prasoon Singh from Grade 3.
For Grade 5 to Grade 7 ,Maths club has organized „Notice board decoration‟ using
Mathematical formulas i.e. algebraic formulas, Geometrical formulas and pictures of Indian
mathematician. Participants were Geetam Shekhar Pandey, Roshan Pratap Singh, Utsav Singh
,Yash Singh from Grade 5.Abhyuday Patel , Deepshikha Shukla, Ayush Singh ,Parths Singh
from Grade 6.Pranay Dwivedi , Randheer Singh pranjali ,shrutkirti ,and Puran Prasad were from
grade 7.
For secondary classes ,Maths club has organized group activities for making mathematical
model. Participants were Abhay Singh, Prithviraj sing, Abhimanyu Singh, Sharvani Tiwari from
Grade 8 and Pranav singh, Abhishek Singh, Aman upadhyay and Aman singh from Grade 9.
Students have participated enthusiastically and created models using different shapes and also
calculated their volume and surface areas. Some daily life implementation techniques were
shared with them.
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